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Chapter  3 
Degenerating Control of Rational Modernity: 

Alternative Spatio-Temporal Practices in a Disciplinary Society  
 

     As Alison Light observes, Agatha Christie’s novels reveal “a modernist spirit” 

(60). She argues that Christie subsumes a “new kind of anxiety about English social 

life and new ideas of the English” (64-5) into her detective novels. In wake of her 

thinking, she tends to suggest that Christie reveals in her works a conservative and 

critical attitude toward a modernizing process of a rational and industrial society in 

her contemporary England. As noticed in previous chapters, this new social reality is 

mainly shown on a social change from an industrial modernity in an early 

industrializing process to another modernity in a later development of a 

post-industrial risk society. For this reason, the “modernist spirit” in Christie’s novels 

not just emphasizes the consolidated control of rational modernity, Beckian first phase 

of modernity, but also simultaneously designates a social discourse of reflexive 

modernity, Beckian second phase of modernity, in which the rational and industrial 

modernity may be reflexively and critically interrogated by social masses’ rising 

self-consciousness.  

Several Christie’s interwar and postwar detective novels demonstrate the 

cultural anxiety and interrogative perspective of a rational modernity in an early 

industrial society and new ideas of spatiotemporal practices in later high development 

of industrializing process, which disrupt people’s traditional perceptions of space and 

time in a dominant rational society. To Henri Lefebvre, these normalized and 

disciplinary practices in an early development of a dominant industrial society suggest 

daily and repetitive routines and a kind of rational control that functions like “the 

space of power” (1991, 144-45)1 shackling social public’s creative mind. Yet, this 

                                                 
1 To Lefebvre, the space of power is a sort of mental space established by political violence generating 
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rational construction of functional measurements of space and time in an early 

industrial society gradually shifts to a more abstract perspective of “time-space 

compression” in a later development of a post-industrial society. In wake of 

Lefebvre’s thought, the reflexive consciousness of the modernizing process of a social 

reality implies not only the questioning of the “official truth” of a police and juridical 

authority but also the interrogation of the “truth of space”—the mental and abstract 

spatialization of “a momentary centre” (Lefebvre, 1991, 399).                

The police and juridical authority with its official truth and justice serves as a 

rational control of modernity that maintains a control of a dominant social order and 

various social institutions in a social reality. More relevantly, the police and juridical 

authority can signify a “normalizing judgement” in order to “reward conformity and 

penalize resistance” (Best and Kellner 47). This normalizing judgement leads to a 

rational control that encompasses and then reduces differential unofficial practices 

into one homogeneous, disciplinary, and official practice, like the reality of routine 

and repetitive everyday life. Presenting the triumph of the “particular” and “militant” 

way of personal truth/justice over the universal mode of official truth/justice, Christie 

highlights a distrust of social institutions and a sense of uncertainty toward this 

modernizing control in her wartime and postwar detective novels.  

This chapter will probe into how the interconnection of spatio-temporal 

practices and the triad of detective story—the police, detective, and 

criminal—discloses alternative prospects of life experience that function as a critical 

perspective of disciplinary practices of daily life in an age of social changes. The 

everyday life contains a human subject’s practice of space and time in a society 

                                                                                                                                            
a place, a legal order, and a legislation. In the mean time of discussing the space, Lefebvre also 
emphasizes that “time” cannot be separated from “space” in the production of social space. To him, 
“time” is “vanished” from the process of producing space. Thus, “time” becomes “inscribed” on and 
“apprehended” within the “space.” See his The Production of Space, Oxford, UK: Blackwell, 1991. pp. 
94-5, 244-5. 
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dominated by discursive practices of various social institutions, which manipulate a 

governance of rational modernity2 upon the social masses. Christie actually presents 

a changing development from a rational and disciplinary perception of space and time 

in an early industrial society to a new “time-space compression” in a rising 

post-industrial risk society.  

Several Christie’s detective works will be examined in this chapter for 

discussing the antithesis of a rational and disciplinary practices of the space and time 

(daily routine and police’s official reconstruction of the crime scene and chronological 

order of a crime) and a personal (unofficial) practice of space and time (the cunning 

criminal’s misguiding crime scene and false alibi). These discussions may illuminate 

the dominant controlling bond of rational modernity and explicate its impact on social 

masses’ cognitions of space and time.  

The content of Christie’s detective novels is not merely a hide-and-seek game 

between the master detective and the cunning criminal; it also depicts the social and 

everyday life in wartime and postwar England. Basing on Henri Lefebvre’s spatial 

theory, Ian Burkitt observes that the everyday life is involved in “a fixed social 

practice in time and space” (211). Then, this issue of fixed space and time or the 

normalized conception of space and time are essential to explore her novels which 

present a setting of an industrialized and urbanized society.   

     Christie’s novels, especially written during the postwar era, witness the 

collapsing of the British Empire (national authority) as well as the rising of the 

industrialization and urbanization under the impact of capitalism after the sabotage of 

                                                 
2 As mentioned in Chapter One, modernity is highlighted with a rational and institutional knowledge 
manipulated by a powerful apparatus through a homogenizing and normalizing process. This 
modernizing process inaugurates a powerful mode of domination over human subjects that culminates 
in the modern era. This “rational modernity” can be regarded a systematic (scientific and rational) 
knowledge after this modernizing process. See “Foucault and the Critique of Modernity” in Steven 
Best and Douglas Kellner’s Postmodern Theory: Critical Interrogations, Guilford Press, New York, 
1991. pp.34-75.    
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the World War II.3 In the postwar era, massive reconstructions and new urban 

planning are flourishing in war-ravaged England. Owing to this postwar industrial 

revival and brand new perspective of urban reality, a new conception of space and 

time is exerted upon social masses in both urban and rural area. In addition, the 

authority of a nation state, due to the expanding of transnational capital for the 

postwar industrial revival, gradually fades away and the world thus falls into a “risk” 

society. This development of industrialization and urbanization causes the increase of 

rich capitalists whose fortune needs to be protected by the police. The money of the 

rich attracts criminal’s attention and accordingly produces a high rate of crime in 

postwar England.  

The rising rate of crime leads the police authority to become more important 

than ever in guarding public security and lawful order. Yet, the police corruption and 

inefficiency of the police at that time undermine its mainstay position of maintaining 

a dominant social order. Accordingly, it is comprehensible that the emergence of 

cunning criminals’ schematic crime indirectly renders a sequential rising of a 

“smarter” and “more competent” detective to solve more complicated crimes in 

Christie’s England. Christie’s wartime and postwar novels often present cunning 

criminals who constantly defeat and befuddle the “stupid” police with trickery and red 

herrings, so her novels is also featured with ingenious detectives who can see through 

various deceptive scenarios and then pin down the criminal. This ultimate triumph of 

the police authority or detective over the defeated criminals heightens the control of 

rational modernity, the dominant social order, in postwar England. Put simply, the 

legal institutions in postwar England can serve as what De Certeau suggests “a 

disciplinary society” that manipulates a process of “managing, differentiating, 

                                                 
3 This industrializing and urbanizing process under the impact of capitalism in Christie’s postwar 
works will be explored further in Chapter Three.  
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classifying, and hierarchizing all deviances” (1984, 96) from the regulated and 

normalized space and time inscribing upon social public.   

     The criminal can be regarded as a talented artist, whose creativity provides a 

possible escape from the rational control of a disciplinary society. G. K. Chesterton 

claims that the crime stories express “some sense of the poetry of modern life” (qtd. 

from Priestman 43). The criminal’s intricate and well-arranged plots against the 

victim is transformed into poetic and artistic significance. Raymond Chandler even 

treats murder as a “simple art.”4 Heta Pyrhönen praises the murderer as an “artistic 

talent” and suggests two familiar detective-story portraits of the artist-as-murderer and 

the murderer-as-artist” (138-9) in classical detective novels.  

Nevertheless, the artistic criminals in Christie’s novels are marked as negative 

and excluded characters who can threaten the stability of a dominant social order. 

Their cunning and deceptive practices of spaces and time do not only mess up the 

victim’s spatial layout of his/her private space but also fabricate a false temporal 

memory (the faked chronological order of time) to cheat on the police or detectives. 

Several Christie’s detective novels actually highlight the criminals’ creativity and 

temporary triumph over the “stupidity” of the police authority before they receive the 

lawful punishment.5 The criminals’ creativity lies in their being good at manipulating 

a misguiding space and time, or at fabricating a faked “collective memory,”6 to 

beguile their victims, the police, and even the master detective.  

                                                 
4 See his article “Simple Art of Murder” (1944).   
5 Actually, some Christie’s criminals, like those discussed in Chapter Two, even escape from the lawful 
sanction of the police authority. Thus, the undertone of collapsing bureaucratic authority and of 
triumphant criminals is manifested in Christie’s novels.     
6 The conception of “collective memory” is mainly from Foucault. In tracing the “origin” and 
“genealogy” of the official version of history, Foucault uses the notion of “counter memory” as an 
antithesis to the collective memory that foregrounds the basis of a historicizing process. Foucault 
suggests that under the surface of the historicizing process of collective memory is the suppression of 
the counter memory. The historicizing process may lead to an arbitrary judgment that induces an 
official practice of history. See his Language, Counter Memory, and Practice: Selected Essays and 
Interviews, Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1977.      
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The cunning criminals in A.B.C. Murders (1944), They Do It with Mirror 

(1952), and Toward Zero (1963) exemplify their manipulation of misguiding space 

and time to accomplish their crime. Although negatively endowed with vicious 

significance by a dominant social order, these criminals originate a shunning path 

from and form a critique of the disciplinary control of the rational modernity. More 

important, the contriving trickery and disoriented red herrings of Christie’s criminals 

can undermine the normalization of disciplinary practices of space and time, a kind of 

rational construction of modernity.  

     These disciplinary practices signal daily and repetitive routine of life experience 

based on a homogenizing and normalizing process formulated by social institutions, 

like the police and the juridical authority. According to Michele Foucault, modernity 

is featured with a discipline, which “makes possible the operation of a relational 

power that sustains itself by its own mechanism” (1979, 177). To him, the operation 

of mechanism needs to occupy a space to practice its power relation. Like Foucault, 

who stresses an interdependent relationship between the power and the space, 

Lefebvre also displays in his spatial theory a dialectical triad—spatial practice, 

representations of space, and representational spaces—to elaborate the production of 

space.7 The modernizing process of social institutions regulate a “disciplinary 

governance of various social fields” (Burkitt 218) and disciplinary practices of space 

upon social masses. As suggested by Lefebvre, these disciplinary practices enact a 

dominating spatial location—the truth of space, including police authority, hospital, 

school, and prison. Thus, Henri Lefebvre’s theory of spatial practice helps illuminate 
                                                 
7 As noted earlier, although Lefebvre’s spatial theory is focused on “space,” he does not ignore the 
discussion of “time” when he examines the production of “space.” Mentioning the “representational 
spaces,” he emphasizes that it can be viewed as a space with trace of historical moment and of directly 
lived experience. The historical moment, to Lefebvre, is embedded in a statistic and “frozen” time that 
finally turns into historicized lived experience of space. The lived experience becomes a given social 
milieu offering a spatial plane of official or unofficial practice for human subject. That is the reason 
why he focuses on the issue of space and seldom discusses the issue of time in his theory of spatial 
practice. See his The Production of Space, Oxford, UK: Blackwell, 1991. 
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a modernizing process of the legal institutions in a society replete with disciplinary 

practices.  

David Harvey8 also notices the relationship between spatial practice and a 

mode of disciplinary control through a normalizing and homogenizing process. He 

regards “manipulation of space as a form of social power” (1989, 31). Harvey’s social 

power of space resembles Lefebvre’s disciplinary practice of space—a perceived 

space; it refers to the pattern of daily life or daily repetitive routine. Representations 

of space refer to conceived space, which signifies the “space of scientists, planner, 

urbanists, technocratic sub-dividers and social engineers, as of a certain type of artist 

with a scientific bent” (Lefebvre, 1991, 38). Representational spaces are lived spaces, 

which suggest the “space as directly lived through its associated images and symbols, 

and hence the space of ‘inhabitants’ and ‘users’” (Ibid. 39). It embraces the loci of 

passion, of action and of lived experience, and thus immediately implies time” (Ibid. 

42). Compared with the normalized practice of representations of space, the practice 

of representational spaces focuses mainly on historicized time and records directly the 

lived experience and particular cultural milieu of a given society or historical 

moment.9 According to Lefebvre, the representational space can be viewed as a 

personal differential space10 where the personal creativity can be practiced. This 

personal practice consequently forms non-official practices that challenge the official 

                                                 
8 Both David Harvey and Henri Lefebvre mention the conception of space and time in an 
industrialized society. However, Lefebvre seems to highlight more the connection of spatial 
construction with everyday life. He argues that when a representation of space is put into practice, a 
powerful spatial localization (space) is formed and the temporal practice (time) becomes “frozen” and 
static; while, Harvey emphasizes that the conception of time changes owing to “a reconstruction of the 
temporal and spatial dynamics of capital circulation” under the impact of capitalism and urbanization 
in an industrialized society. See Harvey’s The Urban Experience, Oxford: Basil Blackwell Press, 1989.  
9 Lefebvre substantiates the affiliation of representational spaces with historical time by discussing the 
historical monuments and buildings. To Lefebvre, these historical sites are inscribed human’s 
passionate feelings and lived experience in a historical moment.    
10 To Lefebvre, the abstract space subsumes all contradictions of social relation and tends to 
homogenize and obliterate all difference. The differential space arises from the different and 
non-official practice within the abstract space and enacts a counterforce that opposes the homogeneity 
and dominance of abstract space. See also The Production of Space, Oxford, UK: Blackwell, 1991.    
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and disciplinary practice of space manipulated by various power authorities. These 

Lefebvrian power institutions can be exemplified in several Christie’s detective novels. 

More crucially, the police, criminal, and detective in Christie’s detective novels 

(discussed later) also exemplify Lefebvre’s triad of spatial practice, representations of 

space, and representational spaces.  

In these Christie’s novels, the investigations of serial murders taking place in 

big city or in small towns all over England are all governed by one powerful authorial 

institution, the Scotland Yard in London. The Scotland Yard functions as a rational 

control of a “social engine” enables general public to “perceive” the Lefebvrian 

representations of space. As mentioned earlier, the representational space, to Lefebvre, 

is a user’s space providing the foundation of personal and differential space that 

usually becomes the standpoint of the force of resistance. Seen in this light, criminals’ 

making use of red herrings, or misleading spatial layout, can be associated with their 

different and unofficial practices in a representational space, a given social milieu, or 

a traditionally “remembered” space in a specific historical time.  

Ian Burkitt regards Lefebvre’s spatial practice11 in daily routine (everyday life) 

as a “single plane of immanence” in which two forms of practice, the official one and 

unofficial one,12 and of articulation interrelate and affect one another” (Burkitt 211). 

Viewed in this perspective, everyday life is a kind of spatial practice encapsulating “a 

                                                 
11 According to Lefebvre, the spatial practice can be considered as a spatial mediation between the 
representation of space and representational space. Lefebvre’s representation of space, regulated and 
normalized by official authority, resembles an officially spatial practice; whereas, representational 
space provides a path for unofficial practices. It serves as the base of differentiated space that produces 
possible resisting forces endangering the domination of representation of space. In terms of Ian 
Burkitt’s thought, Lefebvre’s practice of everyday life contains both officially spatial practice and 
non-officially one. More precisely, the Lefebvrian spatial practice vacillates between the practice of 
representation of space and that of representational space.    
12 The official practice and unofficial practice in everyday life are related to the “codifying,” 
“normalizing,” and “articulating” process of all social relations and activities. The main difference 
between the official practice and non-official practice is that the former is supported by a legal 
institution; and the latter reveals its particular differences that are excluded from the hegemony of the 
legal institution and becomes a non-mainstream, or “marginal” practice. See Ian Burkitt’s “The Time 
and Space of Everyday Life” in Cultural Studies, 18.2/3, 2004. pp.211-227.  
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variety of official and unofficial spaces and the interaction of their different discourses 

and social practice” (Burkitt 224). If the social and everyday life portrayed in 

detective novels functions as a plane of immanence, the juxtaposition of official 

practices and non-official practices on this plane can offer an arena for an intelligence 

competition between the police (or the detective) and the criminal.       

Michel de Certeau applies Foucaultian and Lacanian theory to elucidate 

Lefebvre’s spatial theory. Unlike Lefebvre who suggests a triadic theory of spatial 

practice, representations of space, and representational spaces in life experience, De 

Certeau regards daily life as a dichotomy of “strategic” and “tactic.” More accurately, 

Lefebvre explicitly points out that daily life lies in the spatial practice vacillating 

between representations of space and representational spaces, while De Certeau 

implicitly denotes that everyday life experience is oscillating between the practice of 

“strategy” and that of “tactic.” For De Certeau, the word “strategy” and “tactic” 

connote different meaning. He argues that “[a] strategy assumes a place that can be 

circumscribed as proper (propre) and thus serves as the basis for generating relations 

with an exterior distinct from it” (1984, xix). His “strategy” is similar to Lefebvre’s 

representations of space because both of them produce a dominant space regulated by 

powerful social institutions. However, De Certeau defines the tactic as “a calculus 

which cannot count on a ‘proper’ (a spatial or institutional location), nor thus on a 

borderline distinguishing the other as a visible totality. The place of a tactic belongs to 

the other” (Ibid.).13 He further observes that “[t]he ‘proper’ is a victory of space over 

time. On the contrary, because it does not have a place, a tactic depends on time—it is 

always on the watch for opportunities that must be seized ‘on the wing’” (Ibid.). To 

De Certeau, Lefebvre’s “spatial practices concern everyday tactics” (1998, 115). They 

                                                 
13 De Certeau is affected by Foucaultian and Lacanian theory. Although he does not use the term 
“self,” his “other” still bears a meaning of being excluded and marginalized. See his Heterologies: 
Discourse on the Other, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1986.   
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become part of tactic and function as a spatial mediation between the representations 

of space and the representational spaces. That is, De Certeau’s spatial practices can 

serve as a dominant strategy corresponding to “apparatuses that produce a disciplinary 

space” (1984, 96) and as an individual tactic that creates resistant and differential 

space within a disciplinary space.  

     This “strategy” and “tactic” can be employed to the configuration of the 

relationship between the police and criminal in Christie’s detective novels. In terms of 

Lefebvrian spatial thought, the police authority, usually with the assistance of the 

detective, must occupy a space and represent a power discourse of a dominant space 

with its lawful enforcement. If the police authority stands for a “self,” then the 

criminal can be represented as a resistant “other” in a representational space (a given 

society). The criminals do not own a fixed space because they need to shun from 

police’s surveillance. The using of time becomes their only strength under the police’s 

investigation, so they await their “timing” opportunity to befuddle the police and 

fabricates the deceptive temporal order and alibi in order to be exonerated.  

In Christie’s novels, because the police are constantly fooled around by skillful 

criminals, the official “strategy” of the police authority reveals its limitation and 

incapability. Christie’s amateur detectives always perform their superior intelligence 

and insight, beating over the “stupid’ police and the “talented” criminal. Her 

detectives actually organize all fragmentary clues into a meaningful totality. Their 

cognitive mapping of an ultimate and rational “truth” resembles a process of 

spatio-temporal construction.  

Critic like Heta Pyrhönen has already regarded the detective’s cognition of the 

“truth” as a “spatial form.” To Pyrhönen, a detective’s “disparate ideas and emotions 
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are unified into a complex presented spatially in a moment of time” (9).14 As De 

Certeau suggests, when the “strategy” occupies a spatial localization, it also implies 

the synchronic “erosion of time” (1984, 38). The time is “static” and “frozen” as the 

conception of space is formed. If the strategy of the police authority/detective 

underlines a victory of space over time; then, the tactic of criminal may convey a 

victory of time over space.  

In accordance with De Certeau’s theory, the killer of a murder crime is really 

like a person who practices the “tactic” and depends on “time.” The police or the 

detective’s solving the crime “is really an attempt to control and comprehend 

temporality” (Jackson 68). Criminals can successfully manipulate their sequential 

time and alibi to deceive victims and to misguide the police or detectives (who usually 

side with the police) before their faked and disordered time sequence is “regulated” 

by the police or detective (the criminal’s temporal sequence of his/her crime is put 

into an accurate chronological order). In other words, anything that is in a 

“historicized” and comprehended time flow may suggest its being regulated or 

disciplined. This historicizing and comprehending process is an active spatial practice 

and simultaneously implies the “erosion” of temporal practice.  

During the process of solving crimes, the police and the detective try to figure 

out not merely fabricated temporal sequence but misleading spatial layout, the red 

herrings or false clues which the criminal purposely arranges on the site of 

committing crime. After the police’s comprehending and regulating process in their 

spatial practice, this site is disciplined into an official crime scene and endowed with 

the police’s official memorizing of an official investigation. Seen in this light, the 

                                                 
14 This quotation is actually from Joseph Frank’s “Spatial Form in Modern Literature.” In his The 
Widening Gyre: Crisis and Mastery in Modern Literature. New Brunswick: Rutgers UP, 1963. 
Pyrhönen borrows Frank’s idea to elaborate that modern literature, like detective novel, seems to move 
in a spatial form owing to that the detective narrative becomes a genre devoted to the effort of telling a 
coherent, sequentially ordered story.     
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investigation of the police, the process of comprehending a criminal’s space and time, 

with detective’s assistance, can be connected with an official practice that normalizes 

the criminal’s unofficial practice of space and time. 

Martin Innes argues that the official investigation of crime functions as a 

strategy of social control based upon the “collective memory of society” (19). 

Through the investigation, the police produce a sense of public understanding of an 

incidental crime. As he observes, this public understanding remains akin to 

“constructing a form of ‘collective memory” (270). Therefore, “the police 

investigation effectively establishes how the incident is to be remembered by the 

wider community” (Ibid.). The construction of an official investigation, indeed, is 

concerned with a historicizing process15 that is legalized as routine and repetitive 

practices by a dominant social order “in which a society defines and ascribes meaning 

to a past act” (Ibid.).  

Yet, in Christie’s works, the present police’s official strategy, which is derived 

from past “historicized” practices of official investigation, reveals its inefficiency 

when faced with criminals’ “contingent” and unofficial practices. When the police get 

involved in an investigating act, the account of an incidental crime is to be 

collectively remembered in order to solve the crime (Innes 282). This “collective 

memory” can be viewed as images spatially and temporarily “remembered” in a 

human subject’s cognitive mapping.  

As discussed in Chapter Two, the police in Christie’s The Murder of Roger 

Ackroyd and in Endless Night attempt to conduct a “collective memory” that confines 

criminal’s mind. They produce an official file of criminal’s confession, ignoring the 
                                                 
15 According to Foucault, the traditional interpretation of history is regarded as the steady 
accumulation of knowledge or the gradual progress of truth and reason (public understanding from 
collective memory). Any “irreducible” and “differential” knowledge will show sudden and abrupt 
rupture or discontinuity occurring in the historicized process of the configuration of knowledge. See 
“Foucault and the Critique of Modernity” in Steven Best and Douglas Kellner’s Postmodern Theory: 
Critical Interrogations, Guilford Press, New York, 1991. p. 44. 
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criminals’ personal memoir of what they really want to explain. Near the end of 

Endless Night, the police and other official staff even try to normalize the criminal’s 

“pathologic” cognition of his life experience by imbuing him with the “disciplinary” 

and collective memory (public understanding) of daily life. This renders the 

“collective memory” to resemble a sort of homogenizing and normalizing process of a 

rational control. 

In fact, Christie’s novels reflect a rational control of a repetitive everyday life. 

The daily routines imply a modernizing process, in which an official truth is regulated 

within a plane where official practices and non-official practices are interacted with 

one another. Therefore, the triumph of the police’s official truth/justice is not essential 

in Christie’s detective novels. It is how the detective “critically” and “creatively” 

works out his personal solution to an entangled case when faced with the disciplinary 

spatial practice of the police and the contingent temporal practice of the criminal. The 

everyday life and urban reality in Christie’s novels establish a stage for the detective 

to solve a crime on a “plane” of everyday life, where the official practice of the police 

juxtaposes with the non-official practice of the criminal.  

Christie portrays the everyday life in an early industrial society especially in 

A.B.C. Murders (1936), Cat among the Pigeons (1959), The Clocks (1963) and Third 

Girl (1966). In these four novels, the social reality is dominated by disciplinary spaces 

and times enacted by various social institutions, including the police authority, school, 

city government and mental house. Christie’s social reality turns into a 

spatio-temporal stage of intelligence competition among the police, detective and 

criminal. If the police authority occupies a spatial localization, like the Scotland Yard, 

and holds official investigations in an official place—the police station—then the 

criminals attempt to await their “time” to use their tactic of misguiding space and time 

with an attempt to deceive the police and detective.  
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But, this spatial practice of the police and temporal practice of the criminal have 

been subverted in A.B.C. Murders. Written in the 1930s, when England undergoes a 

period of economic depression and awaits the economic revival by a rapid 

industrialization, A.B.C. Murders presents a panic police authority of Scotland Yard in 

dealing with a murder case seemingly committed by “some horrible homicidal 

maniac” (70). In the beginning of A.B.C. Murders, it is the criminal who manipulates 

a strategy of space by strongly giving the police the hint of the next crime scene. If the 

space of the criminal (the crime scene) is comprehended and regulated, then the police 

must depends on “time,” the time when the criminal appears in a crime scene, to 

arrest the criminal. As suggested earlier, when criminal’s tactic of time is 

comprehended by the police, the criminal’s time turns static and is spatialized. 

Moreover, when the criminal is under arrest and confesses his/her crime, the police’s 

strategy of space beats over the criminal’s tactic of time.  

In this novel, the criminals relatively fool around the police by employing a 

misguiding space and time in their murder crime. The victims are killed in the order 

of their name: first, the murder of Alice Archer in Andover; second, Betty Barnard in 

Bexhill-on-Sea; then third, Sir Carmichael Clarke in Churston. The killer always 

sends a letter with the signature of “A.B.C.” to Hercule Poirot before each murder 

happens, telling him where the murder will take place. A salesperson called Alexander 

Bonaparte Cust (whose name is abbreviated as A.B.C.), who always visits the home 

of the victims shortly before they are murdered, is arrested in the “D” murder in the 

city Doncaster and admits his crime. But Poirot finally realizes that the whole serial 

murders are actually the criminal’s fabricated camouflage and that the real criminal is 

someone else. The inefficiency of the police becomes the conceited criminal’s 

laughingstock because the criminal regards his crimes “are too difficult for our poor 

thick-headed British police” (5). Before the interference of a private sleuth’s 
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investigation, the Scotland Yard reveals its incompetence when it copes with these 

seemingly serial murder cases.  

The city London in this novel is an urban core and a headquarter to Scotland 

Yard. The regulated streets devised by urban planners of city government and the base 

of British police authority enable the city to become a spatial localization of a rational 

control. However, the bipolarity of the police/strategy and criminal/tactic in this novel 

is reversed. The British police authority—the Scotland Yard, instead of manipulating a 

representation of space, passively exert its power in a representational space due to 

the fact that it misguidedly follows a given social milieu (murders in an alphabetical 

order) to investigate theses murders.  

If the criminal manipulates the strategy of space by putting the “place” of 

committing crime in an alphabetical order, the tactic of time is relatively the possible 

means for the police to confront with the criminal. As Crome, the Assistant 

Commissioner from Scotland Yard, suggests to Poirot that “pulling him [(the 

criminal)] in is only a matter of time” (184, emphasis mine). Put it another way, 

instead of actively seeking the criminal’s next possible crime scene, the police choose 

to follow the criminal’s “disciplinary” order of “place” of committing crime 

(criminal’s strategy of space) for solving mysterious murders and passively await the 

time of criminal’s appearance to arrest him/her. Therefore, the police in A.B.C. 

Murders ironically use the tactic of “time” with a view to pinning down the criminal. 

For Assistant Commissioner Crome, “time” is also a good means to turn a mad 

criminal like A.B.C. into a normalized member of a disciplinary society. He says to 

Poirot: 

     I suppose a thoroughly up-to-date doctor would suggest putting a man 

like A.B.C. in a nursing home, telling him what a fine fellow he was for 

forty-five days on end and then letting him out as a responsible member 
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of society.                             (184, emphasis mine) 

Before the criminal is under arrest, the practice of disciplinary space belongs to the 

criminal, and the police authority contrarily depends on “time” to make criminal 

receive his lawful sanction. But, with the detective’s assistance, the police finally use 

their spatial practice in comprehending and regulating criminal’s “time.” Then, the 

criminal’s temporal practice is in erosion and is “frozen” into spatiality. 

Seen in this light, the police occupy a fixed “space,” the police station or 

Scotland Yard, and expect passively the “time” of criminal’s committing crime. In 

order to shun from the police’s investigation, the criminal must keep hiding or 

committing another crime in creating red herrings or even serially murdering another 

victim for many “times” to divert the police’s attention. More precisely, the criminal 

must keep his/her tactic of time from turning static and returning to a “zero” state, or 

s/he will be subjected to the strategy of police’s official investigation and lawful 

punishment. As Superintendent Battle, the police inspector, in Toward Zero (1944), 

suggests: 

     The murder begins a long time beforehand. A murder is the culmination 

of a lot of different circumstances, all converging at a given moment at a 

given point. People are brought into it from different parts of the globe 

and for unforeseen reason . . . The murder itself is the end of the story. 

It’s Zero Hour.                            (254 emphasis mine) 

Battle’s words emphasize that the criminal’s preparation for murder takes a lot of 

“flowing” time; but when the murder is finished, it comes to an end with static time, 

returning to “zero hour.” In this situation, the criminal’s “time” is threatened to be 

“frozen” into a domination of a diciplinary space of the police authority. As a 

consequence, when the murder is “comprehended,” if the criminal does not have 

“time” to postpone the police’s investigation, s/he will be defeated by the police’s 
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fixed and disciplinary space—the prison, where the criminal cannot have any 

autonomous practice of space and time. Thus, the police’s strategy of space finally 

wins over the criminal’s tactic of time when the police make arrested criminals 

receive their legal penalty. Yet, the fixed and disciplinary space of police authority has 

to continue to be faced with more challenges of the increasing and contingent 

criminals’ tactic of time, so the official control of social institutions in a dominant 

social order is always threatened by criminals’ non-official practice of illegal deeds. 

Henceforth, the intelligence competition between the police’s official strategy and 

criminals’ non-official tactic can never cease.    

In the 1950s and 1960s, the postwar booming of industrialization and economic 

revival increase people’s wealth and indirectly arouse people’s awareness of the 

importance of public security. In this period, the criminals are surreptitiously engaged 

in their illegal deeds, hiding beneath the stable surface of a social reality. The cunning 

and creative criminal still challenges the police and detective even in a disciplinary 

and monitored space like the urban reality in postwar England. Written in the 1950s 

and 1960s, the period of developing industrialization and urbanization, Christie’s Cat 

among the Pigeons (1959), The Clocks (1963), and Third Girl (1966) present a more 

consolidated and disciplinary space in an urban reality. What constitutes this sort of 

space in these novels is the legal institution with various and discursive social forms 

like the police authority, school, hospital, and prison. These places manipulate a 

regulated and normalized practice of space and time upon a human subject in a given 

society.  

The Meadowbank School for girls in Cat among the Pigeons illustrates a social 

institution for minotoring human subjects in an industrialized society. This school is 

specially founded for the daughter of rich people, who makes lots of fortune owing to 

the high development of industrialization. Meadowbank is famous for its strict 
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discipline and good reputation. Miss Bulstrode, the headmistress of this school, bases 

on the “discipline” (98) to found the school. To her, Meadowbank School is a 

disciplinary space of “[a] great English institution” (207). However, a self critique of 

the school as a space of disciplinary control is manifested too in this novel. Miss 

Bulstrode feels tired of running her school on this strict and disciplinary education, 

constantly murmuring by herself the word “dull” (92, 93, 95). She actually tells 

Eleanor, a senior teacher in this school, that she “[finds] life dull here” in 

Meadowbank (102). In spite of the dull and “monotonous” (94) life in her school, 

“she [hates] the idea of giving up control” (104) of her school. With the strict demand 

for the school faculty, the Meadowbank school becomes De Certeau’s “disciplinary 

space.”  

The practice of a disciplinary space signals a repression of creativity and an 

absolute obedience for a regulated practice of space and time in school, including the 

collective management of living space and time of sleeping (space of dorm/time for 

going to bed and waking up), of eating (space of restaurant/time for three meals), and 

of learning (space of classroom/time for attending class). These disciplinary practices 

of space and time produce a dull and monotonous life experience that restrains the 

creativity and erases particularity of boarding students in this school. This kind of life 

experience conveys a control of rational modernity enacted by the school authority, 

which resembles a Foucaultian panopticon that operates an invisible surveillance on 

prisoners. No wonder, Princess Shaista, a middle-eastern princess and pupil at 

Meadowbank, tells to the police that “[t]here have been people watching this place 

[(Meadowbank)]. Oh, they do not show themselves clearly, but they are there” (160) ! 

This supervising and disciplinary practice is embodied by the “planner” of the 

school—Miss Bulstrode. This quasi-tyrannical headmistress “abolishes distinctions 

and differences” (Lefebevre, 1991, 355) to “plan” a representation of space within the 
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school. 

Yet, to the students and other teaching faculty, this educational institution 

becomes their representational space where their alternative practices of space can 

affiliate with a resisting spatial practice against the control of a dominant and 

disciplinary practice of space. This can be exemplified by students’ going out at 

midnight ignoring the curfew of dormitory, which indicates the disciplinary, 

regulating, and normalizing practice of space and time. Furthermore, some teaching 

faculties in Meadowbank are criminals and secret police agent in disguise. They often 

violate the school regulations and trespass some forbidden places, like a secret room 

in stadium where is strictly opened only for specific staff by the school authority, in 

order to dig the secret of a mysterious stealing case in this school. More accurately, 

the private spatial practice of the students and of some teaching members diverts the 

disciplinary spatiotemporal practice (forbidden space and curfew time) of the school 

authority. This private and trespassing route in a campus forms a personal differential 

space and a counterforce against the discourse of a dominant space—a powerful and 

disciplinary space “governed” by this educational institution.    

In The Clocks and Third Girl, a similar disciplinary practice is presented in the 

everyday life in an urban reality. The urban life in the regular block of street and daily 

routine in high-rise apartments, terraced houses, rush streets, and massive buildings 

formulate a disciplinary space for city people, who spend their everyday life in a sort 

of routine and normalized space and time. In Christie’s portrayal, the high-rise 

apartment flats become a disciplinary space, which produces a manipulation of a 

rational control in a routine and repetitive everyday life. Colin Lamb, the private 

detective in The Clocks, describes the female workers’ routine life in a disciplinary 

space of a “block of flats” (203), stating: 

     Why couldn’t there be a neat row of houses facing me instead of that 
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great, inhuman-looking concrete block ? A kind of human beehive, no 

doubt tenanted by worker bee who were out all day and only came back 

in the evening . . .                                   (Ibid.) 

Likewise, in Third Girl, the repetitive practice of everyday life is demonstrated in a 

high-rise apartment. Mrs. Ariadne Oliver,16 the celebrated detective novelist and also 

an amateur detective, works as an assistant to Hercule Poirot for investigating a 

murder case. She perceives a disciplinary space out of a tall apartment building, 

exclaiming: 

          How extraordinary human beings were when you considered them like 

this, emerging purposefully from these large tall buildings—just like 

anthills. . .                                         (71) 

The “beehive” in The Clocks and the “anthill” in Third Girl are two metaphors for 

Christie to describe the city people’s living in a regulated and customary community 

like bees and ants doing repetitive works everyday. As Mr. Restarick, a rich capitalist 

and a father of a murder suspect in Third Girl, observes that city life contains “[t]he 

boring round of office routine, continual consultations with laywers and financiers” 

(200). To city people, “the daily routine of London” (209) and consulting with the law, 

along with their living in a disciplinary urban space, signify a domination of a rational 

modernity and its control. Mr. Restarick, the city and daily routine hater who is “a 

man who wants “an adventurous life . . . [and wants] to see the world and wild places” 

(125), embodies a figure who intends to escape from the rational control of a city life. 

These wild places, according to Lefebvre, refer to a natural place without being 

reduced into a normalized and disciplinary space. Restarick’s intention to go to the 

wild place suggests his getting away from the homogenizing and normalizing of an 

                                                 
16 Ariadne Oliver, one of the recurrent characters appears in Christie’s novels, is believed to be a 
caricature of Agatha Christie herself. Christie’s self-reflexive and parodic writing will be mainly 
discussed in Chapter Five.    
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urban city life.   

The rational control of the urban city life is also reflected on the monitoring of a 

neighborhood. De Certeau regards neighbourhood as an urban space resulted from the 

dwellers in the block of buildings and urban housing project. This urban space makes 

the distance between a person’s house and family and other person’s ones becomes 

closer. To him, the practice of neighbourhood is “a technique of recognizing space as 

something social; everyone must have a turn at taking up in it” (1998, 12). The 

perception of the neighbourhood is a socializing process in which a person knows 

how to behave properly (1998, 8). This indirectly implicates that the neighbourhood 

becomes a domain of diciplinary space where a person’s neighbour may watch and 

monitor his behaviors. That is the reason why the detective Colin Lamb in The Clocks 

comments that “a neighbour [is] very useful . . . if the neighbour [has] only been able 

to speak” (202). He continues to argues that “it is a serious setback to criminal 

investigation” (203) without the help of the neighbours because the police need the 

neighbours’ offering clues in their “hoping to look out and see something scandalous” 

(202) when they stay in their house. The neighbour-as-informer indirectly enhances 

the rational control of the police authority.   

The block of house and apartment building highlight not merely the issue of 

neighbourhood but also that of the codifying process of door number. Lefebvre has 

noticed that everything in everyday life “is calculated because everything is 

numbered” (2000, 21). The apartment door number in The Clocks exemplifies a 

normalizing and codifying process in which everything is numbered and codified by 

the city government. In this novel, the block of houses and apartment buildings, 

codified with door number and labelled with formulated name, can be viewed as a 

disciplinary space. However, within this disciplinary space, they are also disorienting 

spaces that symbolize differential and dissimilated heterogeneity the dominant and 
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disciplinary specialization cannot normalize. 

Christie seems to criticize the rational control by demonstrating irregular and 

distracting city streets within a well-planned and disciplinary urban space. This 

differentiated city landscape creates a sense of uncertainty that undermines the 

habitual spatial practices within an urban space. Colin Lamb actually gets lost in 

London when he tries to find out the house with door number 61 in London city 

streets, where “[e]ven taxis are frequently baffled” (28): 

          The number I wanted was 61, and could I find it ? No, I could not. 

Having studiously followed the number from 1 to 35, Wilbraham 

Crescent then appeared to end. A thoroughfare uncompromisingly 

labelled Albany Road barred my way. I turn back. On the north side there 

were no houses, only a wall. Behind the wall, blocks of modern flats 

soared upwards, the entrance of them being obviously in another road. 

No help there.                                      (6) 

A similar situation takes place as well in Third Girl. When Mrs. Oliver trails a suspect 

around the London city streets, the city London, to her, turns into “a bewildering maze 

of streets” (94): 

     She [(Mrs. Oliver)] wandered farther down the alleyway. Other alleyways 

led off from it—some of them cul-de-sacs. She had completely lost her 

sense of direction . . .                               (95)   

This detective’s feeling helplessness due to his puzzling at the disorder door number 

and getting lost in labyrinthine city streets signals a temporarily “mental block” which 

her spatial practice fails to deal with.  

Christie’s master detective Poirot is an ambiguous figure because he actually 

oscillates between the official practice of the police authority and the non-official 

practice of private sleuth and, sometime, even criminal. In this sense, his being both 
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inside and outside the rational control of a police authority and a legal institution 

creates an “elbow room” for him and enables him to have more discerning insight. 

This insight enables him to tell some slight differences of criminal’s illusory space 

and time from a normalized and historicized space and time of the police’s “collective 

memory”—the foreground of the police’s official investigation.  

During an investigating process, the disorienting and misguiding clues may 

cause a setback to detective’s rational mind and his investigation. The investigation is 

based on a collective experience of public understanding “remembered” by the police 

in order to solve the crime. Christie’s criminals often use a routine and repetitive 

practice of the disciplinary space and time as a misguiding illusion to mask his/her 

illegal deeds. That is, the criminal reproduces a seemingly simulacrum of a repetitive 

practice of spatial layout and temporal sequence in everyday life to deceive or mislead 

the police and the detective. Yet, criminals’ misguiding and masking practices of 

space and time still reveal some trivial differences from the police’s official and 

regulated practice of same repetitive things. Usually, Christie’s police show their 

stupidity in being unable to solving the crime because they fail to discern some tiny 

and trivial differences that are essential to unveil all mysteries. Only the detective can 

see through the disguise of misguiding illusion and tells fundamental traces from red 

herrings in order to break a case. Henceforth, a “good” memory (a good remembrance 

of normalizing space and time) becomes necessary for the police and the detective to 

solve a crime. In The Clocks, Poirot praises the detective agent Colin Lamb for his 

good memory, noting: 

     But in Colin here. . . He has always had a remarkable memory. He can 

repeat to you, even several days later, that conversation that have taken 

place. He can repeat them accurately. . .                (236) 

Lamb’s “good memory” suggests his familiarity with the public understanding, the 
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collective memory, of repetitive and routine practices in daily life. But, in Christie’s 

novels, this public understanding is not sufficient enough to clarify scheming 

criminal’s trickery and false clues. Lamb still needs Poirot’s insightful observation to 

find trivial clues to pin down the murderer.      

Counting on a good memory, the detective or the police (usually fail to) 

perceive trivial differences left by criminal’s careless or purposeful traces of 

spatiotemporal practice within the disciplinary practice of everyday life. More 

important, a person’s memory, especially in a disciplinary society, must be involved in 

a social process and is consequently normalized as a public understanding of 

collective memory, which is proved to be a historicizedly and normalizedly mental 

picture of space and time providing the police with a foundation of their official 

investigation. Christie’s criminals usually exploit the disciplinary space and time, or 

the collective memory, as a veil of red herrings and false alibi to mask their crime. 

Because detective is aware of and always oscillating between the police’s collective 

memory (the normalized and public understanding) and the criminal’s slightly 

different but creative spatiotemporal practice (some distracting clues left in a crime 

scene), he can triumph over the police and the criminal.  

The criminal’s and detective’s outwitting the “stupid” police in Christie’s novels 

actually symbolizes a reflexive and critical perspective of the disciplinary practice of 

space and time within a dominant social order. Christie, meanwhile, seems to 

emphasize the importance of a human subject’s autonomous manipulation of space 

and time rather than the disciplinary one. In fact, several victims in her novels are 

prosecuted by criminal because they fail to manipulate an autonomous control of their 

personal exertion of space and time.  

The talent of Christie’s criminals is demonstrated by their using a misguiding 

space and time, or even a false memory to deceive the police, the detective, and 
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murdered victims. As noticed in A.B.C. Murders, the criminal employs a digressive 

space and time to overturn the police’s collective memory of disciplinary space and 

time. What is more, the criminal achieves his/her crime by making use of the victim’s 

failing to manipulate the control of their own space and time. In Toward Zero (1944), 

the criminal beguiles his victim and indirectly but purposely causes his death. An old 

man dies of a fit of heart attack owing to the fact that he cannot bear climbing too 

many stairs. The criminal depends on his victim’s desire for a shortened “spatial” 

distance and a quicker “time” with a view to murdering him. He hangs a faking notice 

saying that the lift is out of order and consequently misguides the old man to cilmb 

the stairs before he is soon found dead in his room.  

The official understanding of a crime scene in some of Christie’s novels proves 

to be a result from the police’s wrong conclusion of a criminal’s misguiding spatial 

layout and temporl sequence. The murderer in this novel is “a powerful swimmer” 

(269), who depends on his fast swimming “time” in killing the victim and then swims 

in the sea back to his house on the other side of the coast. This successfully creates his 

false alibi and misleads the police’s investigation, because the police “do not” believe 

that a person’s can break the limitation of his physical strength and shorten the time in 

shrinking spatial distance.  

In terms of Lefebvre and De Certeau, if the crime scene is the criminal’s 

representational space within the police’s strategy of representation of space, then the 

criminal is the “user” who creates a differential space with the tactic of time. In order 

to pin down criminals, the police, faced with the criminal’s schematic arrangement of 

spatial layout and temporal sequence, must presuppose a certain spatial location and 

temporal sequence of a crime within a crime scene; then they will prove the accuracy 

of their presupposed location and sequence. In other words, they normalize the space 

and time in a crime scene and exclude criminal’s misguiding space and time to 
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accomplish an official investigation.  

The crime scene and alibi can be regarded as the police’s official practice of a 

specific space and time functioning as a rational control upon a suspect. If a suspect is 

present in a specific time and space (crime scene), then s/he is convicted; if not, then 

s/he has an alibi and is proved innocent. In Ordeal by Innocence (1958), the 

normalized and exact “space” and “time” are vital to the police to know a suspect’s 

alibi in order to solve a crime. Arthur Calgary, a scientist, is hit by a car and 

“remember nothing of the accident” (21) for several months. One day, he is eager to 

tell the Argyles that he now remembers the time when he gave Jacko, the eldest son of 

this big family who receives a life sentence for killing his forster mother—a crime he 

insisted that he did not commit, a ride on the day when Jacko’s mother is murdered. 

This provides an evidence for Jacko’s alibi and proves Jacko’s being innocent of his 

crime. Christie seems to stress the importance of a spatio-temporal memory in this 

novel because an innocent person is wrongly sentenced to prison due to another 

person’s “concussion and loss of memory” (79) of specific space and time and his 

incapability of proving this innocent person’s alibi. The alibi becomes a means of 

rational control for the police to pin down a criminal. The police and detective play a 

trivial role in this novel, but the scientist Arthur Calgary serves as a quasi-detective 

figure who stands for a rational figure by indirectly helping the police to unveil this 

murdering mystery. 

As a scientist, Arthur, indeed, is a person who sticks to his memory of a 

disciplinary space and time and practices a rational and functional using of space and 

time to re-investigate the murder case. He tells Michael, Jacko’s brother: 

     “My dear young man, technical work needs great precision; exact 

amounts, times, calculations. I assure you there is no possibility of my 

having made a mistake. I picked up your brother just before seven and 
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put him down in Drymouth at five minutes after the half hour.”  (41) 

Arthur’s stress on the exact time and space may be associated with his scientific 

background out of an industrial society, in which modern technical works need a 

precision of a rational and functional measurement of time and space. However, a 

rational construction of space and time in an early industrial society may be 

challenged later by a “compression” of space and time in a high development of a 

post-industrial society.  

Harvey argues that “the advent of telegraph and telephone, of radio and 

television, all contributed to a new sense of simultaneity over space and total 

uniformity in coordinated and universally uniform time” (Harvey 173). Moreover, to 

him, the modern advanced technology under an industrializing process may gradually 

lead the space and time to become more and more “disembedded.” This 

simultaneously enables a human subject to feel disoriented and alienated from the 

rational control of disciplinary spaces and times in daily life. Thus, a person’s sense of 

alienation from his daily routine life may forecast his escape from a rational control of 

disciplinary space and time in everyday life.    

When Arthur suffers concussion and sequential loss of memory, he is also 

alienated from his industrialized society and from the life dominated by a rational 

control. After hit by a car, he lives with an old gentleman, who lives alone and isolates 

himself from the industrial society, viewing the modern technology, like telephone, 

radio, cinema organs and jet planes, as devices of devil (20). In his several months’ 

stay with the old man, Arthur is indeed “out of touch with civilisation” (45) and 

symbolically escapes from the rational control of an industrialized society. 

Under this rational control of an industrial society, the alibi in a crime scene can 

consolidate the police’s disciplinary and normalized space and time that manipulate a 

rational control upon social public. In Ordeal by Innocence, Christie’s criminals often 
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use the misguiding spaces and times to create a false alibi, which diverts the police’s 

attention to real criminals and leads the police and juridical authority to accuse a 

wrong person. More important, an alibi, the evidence of a person’s not being in a 

specific space and time, can be “produced” to mislead the police’s investigation. In 

this sense, the alibi, instead of being an absolute and official version endowed by a 

legal institution, becomes replaceable if the “stupid” police cannot find out an official 

truth. Henceforth, criminal’s practices of misguiding spaces and times create a sense 

of uncertainty and ambiguity that blurs the distinction of reality and illusion.    

In They Do It with Mirrors (1952), Miss Marple, another Christie’s master 

sleuth in her serial novels, compares the murder scene to an illusory image produced 

by a criminal who aims to deceive the audience (the public). Edgar Lawson, a youth 

in a rehabilitation center for delinquents, fires with a revolver at the administrator of 

the center—Lewis Serrocold. Neither of them is injured. But a mysterious visitor, Mr. 

Gullbrandsen is shot dead simultaneously in another room. Everyone, including the 

police, considers these two gunshots are two different cases at the same time, thinking 

they are just pure coincidence. But Miss Marple perceives something wrong with the 

crime scene. She does not believe in the police official report of the crime scene, 

concluding that the crime scene is the criminal’s illusional image. She tells Carrie 

Louise, the hostess of the rehabilitation center: 

     Illusions created for definite purpose—in the same ways that conjurers 

create illusions, to deceive an audience. We were the audience.  (206)           

To Miss Marple, this illusion is “[n]ot reality, but artificiality” (184). Miss Marple 

finally finds out that the crime scence is a deception. The real murderer creates in 

front of everyone an illusion which presents Edward Lawson’s quarrel with him and 

finally shooting him. Then, he runs along a corridor in a very short “time” to another 

room for giving Mr. Gullbrandsen a fatal shot and comes back to Edward Lawson’s 
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room. No one sees through this faked alibi behind Edward’s room door. As Alex, one 

of the students in this institute who tries to reconstruct the chronological order of 

crime, infers what he thinks about the criminal’s using of time to Miss Marple: 

          Time . . . is very misleading. One thinks things take such long time, but 

really, of course, they don’t.                        (Ibid.) 

When the crinimal uses the tactic of time to create a false time sequence, the police, 

like those in Toward Zero, are misled to conceive a wrong picture of spatial layout, 

not thinking that the distant space is overcome by the criminal’s fast running in They 

Do It with Mirrors or swimming in Toward Zero in a brief time. Christie’s criminals’ 

overcoming the spatial barrier and reducing the time with their physical strength 

designates, to a larger extent, the gradually futile and “exhausted” measurement of 

“functional” space and time in a later development of an industrialized society. The 

rational measurements of space and time in Christie’s novels are challenged by 

criminals’ differential and creative practices of space and time. 

The criminals in her novels do not only make use of spatiotemporal perception 

to fool the police, they also utilize their target person’s weak memory of “space” and 

“time” in order to transfer their crime to an innocent scapegoat. The victims in her 

novels are usually deceived or enticed by criminals due to the fact that these victims 

fail to efficiently and autonomously control their own space and time.  

In A.B.C. Murders, the criminal hires a stockings salesman and gives him a 

travel guide that ensures he is near the crime scene of each murder. This salesman 

suffers from amnesia and is often subjected to a “blackout” of memory. He tells the 

police that he suffers a “lapses of memory” and “he can remember nothing” (222) 

about the thing he does in a specific place and in an accurate temporal order. The 

criminal, in order to draw attention away from himself, makes the man, who fails to 

memorize his spatio-temporal practices due to his amnesia, wrongly accused by the 
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police.  

In a similar vein, Norma Restarick, a modern young woman in Third Girl, is 

another victim deceived by the criminal as a scapegoat, who “wanted to consult 

[Poirot] about a murder she might have committed” (3 emphasis mine). As her name 

suggests, Norma is a mentally normal young girl, but the criminal demands her take 

drugs which “drives her either to suicide or to believe in her own guilt and madness” 

(254). In fact, due to the impact of these drugs, Norma not merely has “a bad 

memory” (108) but suffers “loss of memory” (116). She loses her self autonomy of 

controlling her time and space, telling Poirot that “she doesn’t remember what [she 

has] done—or where [she has] been. [She loses] an hour of time—two hours—and 

[she] can’t remember” (89-90). When Poirot suggests that she should stay in a mental 

house and receive doctors’ “proper treatment” (87), she determinedly refuses it, 

saying “I’ll be shut up in one of those loony places and they won’t let me out again” 

(89). Besides being unable to control her time, she is also deprived of the control of 

her own space by the criminal. She is confined to a “mental house” and subjected to 

doctors’ surveillance.  

As discussed in Endless Night (see also Chapter Two), the doctor in this novel 

typifies a rational control of a dominant social order. The case of Norma conveys the 

significance of the rational control of social institutions, including, as shown 

previously in other novels—the Scotland Yard in A.B.C. Murders, the boarding school 

in Cat among the Pigeons, the urban plan of a city government in The Clocks, and 

finally the mental house as a prison in Third Girl. Here, Christie lays stress on the 

importance of social masses’ owning a personal autonomous control of space and time 

in order to get away from the rational control of a disciplinary society. Her detectives, 

or the not-so-smart police with the assistance of master detective, become heroic 

figures in this industrial society, owing to the fact that they use scientific and rational 
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measurements of spatial location and temporal order with a view to seeing through 

criminals’ misguiding and illusory practices.  

The official police usually resort to a collective memory, a disciplinary and 

functional remembrance of spatio-temporal images, as a means of public 

understanding when they hold the official investigation. In Christie’s works, this 

public understanding of the police authority fails to “comprehend” criminals’ 

differential and creative practices of false clues and alibi; it is the detective who 

enquires into other characters’ personal remembrance of the crime scene in finding 

out the real murderer. However, the character’s “personal” memory sometimes is 

more efficient than the police’s “official” and “collective” one in solving mystery of a 

crime. Unlike the scapegoats in A.B.C. Murder and Third Girl who suffer a bad 

memory, the remarkable good memory of invited guests in Sparkling Cyanide (1945) 

and that of a young woman in Sleeping Murder (1976) help restore the original crime 

scene and pin down the real murderer, although the personal memory of a specific 

space (the murder scene) in these two novels is “haunted” by ghost-like images and a 

sense of déjà vu. Nevertheless, the supernatural crime scene17 is finally rationalized 

and normalized into an official crime scene with rational explanantions and public 

understanding.   

George Baton, a widower in Sparkling Cyanide, is oversad and cannot forget 

the death of his wife Rosemary. After his wife’s tragic death by a poisoning of cyanide, 

he constantly tries to remember the scene where Rosemary died on the table with six 

other guests getting together for a dinner and strongly doubts that she might have been 

murdered by one of the guests. One year later, at the night of All Saints Day,18 

                                                 
17 As mentioned in Chapter One, the using of supernatural element is strictly forbidden by some 
critics’ or writers’ convention of writing detective novel. Yet, Agatha Christie obviously breaks this 
classic convention. 
18 The All Saints Day is a Christian holiday falls on November 1, followed by All Soul Day on 
November 2. All Saints Day is the next day to Halloween; for this reason, it is often associated with 
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George invites the same guests to come to the dinner in the same restaurant with an 

emptied chair prepared for a mysterious visitor. Before the appearing of this 

mysterious person, he, to other guests’ terrible fright, dies of being poisoned by 

cyanide like his wife Rosemary did one year ago.  

George aims to find out the murderer of Rosemary by constructing a repetitive 

space; yet, “[a] repetition of the crime” (88) “coincidently” befalls him. The same 

restaurant called Luxembourg, same round table, same seating places of the guests, 

and even a same death by poisoning make the same guests feel a sense of déjà vu and 

remind them of a same unforgetable memory. The “empty” chair George arranges in a 

same setting of Rosemary death offers a “space” for criminal to create a supernatural 

effect to all the guests and to misguide the police’s investigation. Lucilla Drake, the 

real murderer of George Baton, purposely misleads Iris, Rosemary’s credulous sister, 

and Colonel Race to believe that George’s death is linked to supernature: 

     “Now, let me see—oh, yes, All Souls’ Day—and yesterday being All 

Saints’. All Saints’—that seems to me such an odd thing. One of those 

coincidences one never believes in in real life.” 

     “Do you mean,” said Iris, “that Rosemary came back yesterday to fetch 

George?” 

Lucilla gave a little scream. 

“Iris, dear, don’t. What a terrible thought—so un-Christian.” 

“Why un-Christian? It’s the Day of the Dead . . .”         (206) 

All the guests believe that George arranges the empty chair for Rosemary; and on the 

Day of the Dead, “Rosemary’s spirit could have come back” (209) to take George 

away with her. Anthony, Rosemary’s former lover, even tells Race that he believes in 

the existence of Rosemary’s ghost, confessing: 
                                                                                                                                            
ghosts and supernatural events.   
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          “I’m prepared to admit that a real ghost might bring its own atmosphere 

from another world. In fact, I am willing to admit that I believe in 

ghosts—have believed in them for the last six months—one ghost in 

particular.” 

          “Really—and whose ghost is that?” 

          “Rosemary Baton’s. You can laugh if you like. I’ve not seen her—but I 

felt her presence. For some reason or other Rosemary, poor soul, can’t 

stay dead.”                                         (235) 

The restaurant Luxembourg, to all the guests, turns into a house “haunted” by 

Rosemary’s ghost-like image. The repetitive space, in fact, creates a sense of déjà vu 

and prompts these guests to memorize the same space and time one year ago. The 

only difference in the “overlapping” of these two different spatiotemporal settings is 

that the earlier one is with Rosemary, and the second one is not.  

This same restaurant setting makes people possess nostalgic feeling and  

produces an “emotional power” (Moran 608) that arouses the guests’ emotional and 

nostalgic memory of their common friend and henceforth renders them to conceive an 

image of Rosemary’s seemingly return to the empty chair in the same restaurant one 

year later. The empty chair in this restaurant accordingly turns into a space with a 

projection of the guests’ memory. 

The “space” of the empty chair in a crime scene provides the criminal with a 

“timing” chance to befuddle the guests’ and the police inspectors’ rational mind. 

Lucilla Drake tries to use the guests’memory of a repetitive scene and sense of déjà 

vu to misguide all people to believe that George’s death is closely tied to the haunting 

of Rosemary’s ghost. She, with her “un-Christian” explanation, actually creates a 

supernatural and irrational space in a right time when Rosemary is dead. Near the end 

of the novel, the police from Scotland Yard finally pin down the real murderer when 
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they discern Lucilla’s misguiding trickery. The dominance of a disciplinary and 

rational space ultimately reduces the criminal’s differential and irrational space and 

time to its homogeneous sameness of rational modernity. The dominant social order 

absorbs the unofficial spatio-temporal practices in an irrational crime scene into its 

official understanding. This homogenizing and normalizing process substantiates how 

a dominant social order implements its rational control on the social public.  

Christie highlights the interrelation between the official practice of rationality 

and non-official practice of supernature in her another novel Sleeping Murder. Written 

in 1940s,19 but posthumorously published almost 30 years later in 1976, Sleeping 

Murder, like Sparkling Cyanide, records Christie’s same concern for her 

industrialized and rational society in 1940s England. But, the haunting ghost and 

sense of déjà vu in this novel emphasize more an effect of uncertainty that undermines 

the rational control in an industrialized society. When Gwenda Reed, a woman in her 

early twenties, enters a house, an intense sense of déjà vu arises from her rational 

mind. Later, she cannot explain some spooky coincidences in the house, in which she 

seems to have already known the spatial location and remembers the time when she 

lived there before. This weird feeling enables her to conclude that this house might 

have been “haunted” (6, 16). 

As Miss Marple comes to visit this villa and listens to what Gwenda states to 

her, she provides Gwenda with a rational explanation of the seemingly supernatural 

and irrational place. Miss Marple helps her to trace her childhood memory and to find 

out that she actually lived in this house when she was a child eighteen years ago. Yet, 

                                                 
19 Both Sleeping Murder and Curtain: Poirot’s Last Case are posthumorously published respectively in 
1976 and 1975. Christie actually has already finished writing these two novels in 1940s. Because of 
reader’s response and tax situations, she put Curtain (featured with Poirot the detective) and Sleeping 
Murder (featured with the amateur sleuth Miss Jane Marple) in storage; and the publisher published 
them after her death. The reason why I emphasizes that Sleeping Murder is posthumoroursly published 
30 years later is that both Sleeping Murder and Curtain: Poirot’s Last Case are originally written in 
1940s, so the content of these two novels may share with a same time-setting and social background.  
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what horrifies her most is that she is also aroused to remember a murder of a woman 

she witnessed at that time. To Gwenda, since she lived in this house before, this house 

becomes her “lived” space (Lefebvre’s representational space), where “the history of 

each individual” (1991, 41), like childhood memory, can be traced. Gwenda’s past 

lived experience of the house space is akin to Lefebvre’s “residuality” of the everyday, 

a lagged and nostalgic memory that can be brought back to the present space from the 

past. That is the reason why she feels the house is haunted because this repetitive 

space reminds her of spatiotemporal images of a crime scene where a woman is 

strangled to death. This villa house, to Gwenda, becomes a supernatural and 

“haunted” space with a woman’s ghost. Miss Marple can embody a rational figure that 

“regulates” and “normalizes” Gwenda’s non-official (personal) supernatural space and 

time into an official and rational space and time of a crime scene and consequently 

helps the police to trace out the real murderer who has not received his lawful 

punishment for almost twenty years.  

The irrational space and time in Sparkling Cyanide is finally “regulated” into an 

officially spatio-temporal practice of a crime scene where the real murderer is 

apprehended and receives his legal penalty; while, in Sleeping Murder, although the 

real murderer is also found out and Miss Marple explains away all mysteries in 

Gwenda house with her rational explanations, Christie unexpectedly ends this novel 

with her strong suggestion of the ghost’s leaving the house (217). That is, the ghost 

“really” exists in the haunted house. Christie’s unusual appearance of ghost in an 

industrialized and rational society implies a possible return of ghosts to a social reality 

dominated by rational modernity. Symbolically speaking, she presents a sense of 

irrationality and uncertainty in her age of reflexive modernity.  

With this demonstration of irrationality and uncertainty, Christie contrarily 

highlights the homogenizing and normalizing process of a disciplinary control of 
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rational modernity in everyday life experience. The sense of uncertainty in this 

chapter, including characters’ spatial and temporal disorientation, loss of 

spatio-temporal memory, sense of déjà vu, and even supernatural experience, displays 

their differential spatio-temporal practices from a rational control of a dominant social 

order; whereas, social institutions, especially the police authority, in these novels also 

try to practice a regulated and normalized space and time on human subject’s 

everyday life.  

However, this rational control of disciplinary spatio-temporal practices seems to 

degenerate in a high development of an industrial society. Criminals’ triumph over the 

police by their differential but creative practices of space and time, along with the 

detective’s superior capability of discerning crime in beating over the police’s official 

investigation, reveals the inefficiency of the police authority and reflexively criticize 

the discipline control of a dominant social order in an early development of an 

industrial society.  

In fact, besides the rational and functional measurement of space and time in an 

early industrial society, Christie’s works also foretell new perceptions of space and 

time—the “time-space compression”—under the impact of the circulation of capital 

and high development of industrialization, which finally lead social masses to 

perceive a social milieu of a post-industrial risk society. Christie’s detective writing, 

indeed, exhibits a “modern spirit” in postwar England that characterizes a new kind of 

anxiety about English social life—social masses’ rising reflexive consciousness which 

scrutinizes the dominant control of rational modernity as well as interrogates the 

disciplinary practices of space and time enacted by social institutions.            

Christie’s characters’ discontent and critical viewpoints of an industrialized and 

rational society in an urban city relatively manifest their nostalgia toward the serene 

and peaceful country life. How the industrialized society and its consequence of 
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urbanization interact with a rural country house, where most of Christie’s murder case 

take place, is a noteworthy issue especially in a period dominated by industrialization 

and urbanization under the impact of capitalism. This industrializing process and its 

sequential development of urbanization and capitalistic expansion in Christie’s rural 

countryside bring about a new artistic aesthetics and urban landscape in postwar 

England. This industrialization and urbanization lead to a trend of social change and 

new cultural perceptions especially to those townsfolk in rural countryside. How these 

people are faced with this new urban landscape and a “boring” life experience caused 

by a disciplinary control of an industrialized and capitalistic society is the thematic 

issue in Chapter Four. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


